1.Team participation fee Eur 900 Includes:
-Organizing and conduction of the tournament.
-5 Games for your team.
-Drinking water during the games.
-Dress/Dry room for each team during the tournament.
-2 Referees and 1 secretary during each game.
-Cups and medals and individual prizes to the best players (on each of the 2 levels).
The final application must be submitted no later than 2 weeks before the start of the tournament is done to check
the status of the players. Remember that this is amateur tournaments, no PRO or ExPRO are allowed.
Note: Due to limited spots on the tournaments, there are works simple principle 'Who is first – this ONE
participates”
If for any reason your team can’t participate, than please note, that all deposits and payments are not refundable.
2. These rules define the procedure for admission goalkeepers and field players to participate in the games of the
tournament.
2.1. Definitions of the players:
Hockey Amateur – an individual 18 years of age and older, has never studied to play hockey in specialized
educational sport institutions.
(Veteran) Retired PRO - individual who have been studied to play hockey in specialized training and educational
sport institutions, more than 1 (one) year, who signed contracts with the professional hockey teams and it is passed
3 regular seasons from contract termination;
Professional hockey player - an individual 18 years of age or older, who have been studied to play hockey in
specialized training and educational sport institutions, more than 1 (one) year and has valid (active) contract with the
professional ice hockey team or its farm club or it is passed less than 3 regular seasons from contract termination or,
if contract was never signed, but since the end of training/studying has passed less than eight years;
Sport school Student – an individual 18 years of age or older, who have been studied to play hockey in specialized
training and educational sport institutions, more than 1 (one) year and never signed contract with professional ice
hockey team or its farm clubs and since the end of training/studying has passed more than eight years;
2.2 To participate in the tournament match as the fielders are allowed following the alleged players:
Definitions of the players
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2.3 To participate in the tournament matches are allowed goalkeepers:
Definitions of the players
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2.4. The age of the player will be determined on the day of the first match of the tournament.
2.5 A player is declared to be applied for the tournament, if his name is present in the application list of the team,
and he expressed a desire to participate in the tournament as part of the team.
3. Teams which are not applied in due course are not allowed to participate in the tournament.
Each team player should have similar design Jersey. Dark- for home game and Light – for away game.
4. For violation of the conditions of participation in the tournament hockey team receives a technical loss 0:5 and 0
points. The opposing team receives 3 points.
Note: In case of participation in the match of not applied player(players) or player(players), in which was originally
applied using false information, the captain of the opposing team has the right to inform the Chief Referee and the
secretary of the match about that fact and to file a claim, after a match within 30 minutes to the Disciplinary
Committee. If such claim will be received, than Chief Referee and the Secretary should check, suspected player using
his Identification Documents. If the suspected player refuses to participate in ID check, than his team receives
technical loss of 0:5.
Conditions of single match:
1. Time for one game is 1 hour.
2. Warm-up 5 minutes.
3. Each game will have three periods of 17 min each, nonstop time.
4. The judging is conducted in accordance with the rules of the International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF), except
that:
- Body checks are forbidden;
- Penalty for 2 minutes. Nonstop time;
Note: Warm-up is carried out within five (5) minutes before the start of the match and cannot be prolonged, if your
team has showed up on ice rinks with delay.
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Point System:
All games played are without overtime and without after match penalty shots.
- Winner 2 points.
- Draw 1 point.
- Defeat 0 points.
Determining of the final positions in the group:
Criteria for determining of the final position of the teams in one group, if few teams have an equal number of points
are as follows:
1. The number of points of the teams scored in the games between them.
2. The difference in goals scored and goals conceded in the games between the teams.
3. Number of goals in the games scored in matches between the two teams.
4. The difference between goals scored and conceded goals in the group stage matches.
5. Number of goals scored in all matches of the group stage.
6. Toss – Up .
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